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INTRODUCTION 
I. Article 14 ofRegulation (EEC) No 3760/92'of20 December 1992 establishing 

a Community system for fisheries and aquaculture' provides that the 

Commission is to report, at least every three years, to Parliament, the Council 

and ~he Community bodies representing the fishing industry on the measures 

take~ to implement the system. 

This report reviews the measures · adopted over the first three years of 

·application of the Regulation. 

This review mus~ be seen against the background of the development of the 

commmi fisheries policy (CFP) since its principles were established in 1970 

and its foundations laid in 1983. It is therefore another clement in the 

continuous unfoldi~g of the CFP, and .takes stock of the improvements · 

introduced in 1992. 

2. The system. established by thut Regulation is the culmination of a wide

ranging debate between 30 November 1990, the date of the first · 

communication from the Commission to the Council and Parliam,cnt2
, ·and 

20 December 1992, the date on which it was adopte~ by the Council as 'the 

new basic Re_gulation. 

The mid.-term review of the CFP was part of a general discussion on the way 
. . . 

it had d~veloped over tht short and medium term, and .cove~ed, as the 

Commission had wished, all components of the .CFI\ The di.sc~ssion was 

based on documents drawh up by the Commiss_ion, the starting point being the 

communication to the Council and Parliament. Following one year . of 

cons~ltations and an exchange . of views between the various· Community· 

institutions, the national authorities and the industry, the communication paved . . 

Regulation (EEC) No· 3760/92 (OJ No L 389, 31.12.1992). 
SEC(90) 2244 of 30 November 1990. 
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s 

the way for the Commission's Report to the Council and European Parliament 

on the Common Fisheries Policy of 4 December 1991, the "1991 Report" 3
• 

The ·: 1991 Report" itself was also the subject of a wide-ranging debate by the . . 

same bodies, producing a definition of a general outline of policy most 

capa}?le of securing the future of the fisheries sector and related activities over 

the next ten years and in particular to begin preparing it for "life after 2002". 

It concluded that there was a need for a global, integrated approach enabling 

all efforts to be focused on ensuring more effective regulation of the 

conditions for resource exploitation as a· whole. 

There was close convergence of opinion on this approach, both within the 

Community bodies and in the industry itself. This consensus was reflected in 
the unanimous adoption of the Council's conclusions at its meeting.on 3 April 

19924
• 

The new approach took the form of the adoption of a new basic Regulation5
, 

which introduced new fisheries management tools. Their application must be . 

. assessed in the light o~ the international and Comml}llity context which has 

influenced the common fisheries. policy over the last three years. 

3. l)ver · that period international coopenition between countries on the 

conservatio~ and the rational management of marin,e resources intensified, 

with the coastal countries actively seeking to increase their influence not only 

on. resources in their own waters but also on the high seas .. 

The negotiations in the various international organizations m which the . 
... 

Community took. pan to achieve a sustainable and rational manage~ent of 

fisheries· resources, mo:e recently under the United Nations Agreeim!nt .. on . . . 

strad~ling stocks and highly migratory species and tl1c F AO Code. of Conduct 

on responsible fishing, are evidence of this. The results achieved by the 

Commission have made it possible ~o c~nsolidat~ the existing legal situation, 

SEC(91) 2288 of4 December 1991. . 

Minutes of the Council meeting of 3 April 1992- Doc 5763/92- Peche 103 

Regulation (EEC) No 3 760/92 (OJ No L 389, 3 Ll2.1992). 

5 . 



and have also shown the need for a strengthening of controls and international 

cooperation. 

Specifically for the Mcditerrane<l!l, the foundations for a cooperation policy 

between the Community and all coastal states were laid as the outcome of the 

Diplomatic Conf~rencc on Fisheries Management held in Crete in December 

1994, the results of which will be carried forward at a second Dipiomatic 

Conference at the end of I 996. 

The common fisheries policy has also been affected -by developments in trade . ' . 
policy, themselves influenced by policy outside the fisheries sector, i.e. 

agreements (Uruguay Rotmd) and unrelated· matters in pursuit of other 

objectives (arrangements under the Generalised S~stem of Preferences m 

connection' with fighting drug trafficking). 

The pnce decline on the Community market in fishery products, which 

particularly affected the fisheries sector in 1993, has shown that the sector 

cannot escape the worldwide trend towards trade deregulation and 

globalization of markets. 

This international competition !pakes it all the more necessary to restructure 

the Community ·fleet to ensure its profitability. 

In addition, the reduction in fishing opportunities under certain fisheries 
- . 

agreements with non-member countries, itself du~ to the deple~ion of fishery 

resources, has underli~ed the need to devel?P great.er cooperation and a higher 
. . 

level of partnership with these countries to exploit m~ailable resources 'and .. 

contribute to the mutual development of local e~onomies, 

. . . 
4. At Community level, the period was marked by adjustments made to the . 

accession arrangeme~ts for Sp.ain and Portugal ~d by. the access.ion .of new. . ' . 
Member States. 

Adjustment of the arrangements provided for in the Aci .of Accession of Spain 

and Portugal was also the subject of a very V.:ide-rangin~ debate t~ which the 

Commission contributed with its Report to the Council. and Parliament of 

6 
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23 December 19926
, the "1992 Report". On this basis the Council decided, by 

means of three successive regulations7
, that adjustments had to be made using 

the new management tools introduced by th~ CFP reform. These adjustments 

took the form of the introduction of a fishing-effort system applicable to 

Atlantic waters from 1 January 1996. 

The negotiations for the accession of Austria, Finland, Norway and Sweden 

were conducted on the basis of negotiating instructions ·aimed at full 

' acceptance of the "acquis communautaire II by the applicant countries. The 

negotiations led to transitional measures being adopted to achieve this 

objective, enabling the new Member States to become fully integrated into the 
, I ' 

CFP. 

In addition, the negotiations with Norway produced a package of transitional 

measures, which, if Norway had actually become a member, could ultimately 

have influenced subsequent developments in certain areas of the CFP such as 

controls and resource management. 

5. This int~~ational and Community context underlines the urgent need to apply 

the management tools ]aid down in the C~mmunity. system. Therefore, the.· 

extent to which the objectives have been achieved should be examine~. 

This need is .all the greater given the Community fleet's excess capacity, 

resulting in overfishing and threatening the livelihoods of fishing businesses. 

All. those invo~ved in fisheries must realize that on.ly a strategy designed. to 

strike a balance between capacity and· availabl~ ~esourccs; and to sust~in this 
' . 

balanc~, will be capable of securing the industry's future. 

.SEC(92) 2340 of 23 December 1992. 

-Council Regulation (EC) No 1275/94, 30.5.1994. 
-Council Reguiation (EC) No 685/95, 27.3.1995. 
-Council Regulation (EC) No 2027/95, 15.6.1995 .. 

7 



Tllis examination should also cover the extent to which the' measures 

necessary for applying the decisions taken have already been applied correctly 

at all levels of responsibility. 

"' * 
. * 

I 

8. 
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I. Management of resources 

1-1. Application of the "traditional" management tools 

A. TACs and quotas 

Within the framework of maintaining the current T AC and quota fixing 

mechanisms, and ·to help overcome the problems· highlighted in the "1991 · 

Report" 8
, the Commission systematically proposed fixing TACs at reduced 

exploitation levels on the basis of scientific advice (see Annex I). 

Some progress was achieved, making it possible in some cases to stop or slow 

down the increase in exploitation rates. 

Nevertheless, exploitation rates continue to be excessive (see Annex I) either 

as a result of the Council fixing TACs at levels that arc foo high or of 

fishermen fishing over quota. 

With the notable except.ion of North Sea roundfish (cod and haddock), the 

Council did no~ follow the Commission's line when, on the basis. of scientific 

advice, it proposed reduced TAC levels. The fact that the T ACs for North Sea 

roundfish were fixed at a level in line with scientific recommendations was 
. . 

considerable progress. However, this is still not enough, because no 

simultaneous corresponding reduction in fishing ~ffoit was achieved. Trye 

effort levels employed ~ere consistently .higher than ne.cessary to catch the 
. . 

. quotas. This led to fraud and discarding at sea .. Nevertheless, an overall . . 

intensification of exploitation rates was avoided. This, combined with 

repr~duction rates not quite as bad as before, made some. recovery possible, 

although this was weak and highly relative (see Annex 1). 

Report 1.991 from the Commission to the Council and the European Parliament .on the common 
fisheries policy • Document SEC(91) 2288 fmal of 4 December 1991. 

9 
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In the other sectors, T ACs for many heavily overfished stocks continued to be 

fixed at excessive levels: What is more, some T AC reductions are deceptive 

because they are only a first step towards lowering T ACs to the levels 

necessary for a balanced exploitation of resources, while T ACs in the past 

were at much high~r levels than cat~hes. 

B. Technical measures 

The critical assessJ~ent which the Commission makes in its communication on 

the implementation of Council Regulation (EEC) No 3094/86 of ·7 October 

1986 laying do~ certain technical measures for the conservation of fishery 

resources9 must be supplemented by an analysis of the progress achieved in 

the other areas covered by technical measures. 

Regulation (EEC) No 3094/86 10 was updated regularly. In addition, the scope 

of Community technical measures was extended to areas not previously 

covered such as the Mediterranean, and hitherto unregulat~d fishing meth.ods 

such as fixed gear. 

Lastly, Community legislation on technical matters specific to the North-West 

Atlantic Fishe.ries Organization (NAFO) and the Baltic was developed to take 

account o'fth~ recommendations made by international organizations, to which 

the Commission made an active contribution. 

Nevertheless, the significant improvements in technical measures must not . .. . 

distract from the progress still to be made. 

Communication from the Commission to the. Council on the implementation of technical measl,lres 

in the CFP (COM(95) 669). 

Council Regulation (EEC) No 3094/86 of7 October 19861aying down certain technical measures 
for the conservation of fishery resources (OJ No L 288, 11.!"0.1986). 

10 



In its communication on the application of Regulation (EEC) No 3094/86 

referred to above, the Commission proposes a substantial revision of technical 

measures to strengthen and simplify them and make them easier to monitor. 

To achieve this, the Comf!lunication suggests in particular that mesh sizes 

should be harmonized by fixing them not by geographical region but by 

fishery. This harmonization will apply in Zone III (Bay of Biscay and Iberian 

peninsula) and in the North Sea. 

The communication also proposes an extension of boxes to protect juveniles 

and greater selectivity of fishing gear. 

Following the discussions on this communication, at its meeting in December 

1995 the Council undertook to adopt a decision on the basis of a Commission 

proposal on this new approach to technical measures to be submitted to it 

before 1 June 1996. 

1-2. Introduction ofthe new management tools provided for in Regulation (EEC) 

No 3760192 

in order to improve tht: traditional mechanisms for resource m'anagement, the 

~ 1991 Repo.rt" underlined the need to combine fishing-effort management with 

catch ma!lagement, and to define a multiannual decision-making framework. 

The Commis:;ion therefore put this new approach into practice as soon as . 

possible. 

A. Lice'!ces, permits and regulation of fishing effort 

Before· a management system· for fishing effort could be introduced, it was 

necessary to define instruments to limit access to fishing in general and to 

certain fisheries in particular. This is why the . first Commission proposals 

11 
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covered fishing licences and permits, before turning to the introduction of 

specific arrangements for the management of fishing effort. 

The adoption of rules on licences granting access to commercial fishing, then 

rules on special fishing pennits providing access to specific fisheries, was a 

decisive stage on the road to effective and transparent management of 

resources. These instruments were adopted in three successive Regulations 11 

between I 993 and I 994 (see Annex IV). 

The second, equally important stage was the effective introduction of a 

fishing-effort management system. 

So far the system is restricted to the Shetland Box, but in line with its 

"1992 Report" 12
. on the adjustment of the arrangements for the accession of 

Spain and Portugal, the Commission suggested moving towards a general 

fishing-effort management system. 

Finally, after lengthy discussions, the Council decided ~o introduce fishing

effort controls for the Atlantic from 1 January 1996 13
• 

This system, based on no increase in overall fishing-effort levels, full 

exploitation of the Member States' fishing opportunities and mair1taining the 

existing balance in sensitive areas, is intended io help get a grip on capacit)' 

and catches. 

Council Regulation (EC) No 3690/93 of 20 December I 993 establishing a Community system 
laying down rules for the minimum information to be contained in fishing licences (OJ No L 34 I, 
3l.l2.1993). 

Council Regulation (EC) No 1627/94 of27 June 1994 laying down general provisions concerning 
special fishing pennits (OJ No L 171, 06.07.199-1). 
Council Regulation (EC) No 3317/94 of22.12.9tl laying down general provisions concerning the 
authorization of fishing in the waters of a third country under a fisheries agreement (OJ No L 
350, 31.12.1994). 

Report (1992) by the Commission to the Council and Parliament on the application of the Act 
of Accession of Spain and Portugal in the fisheries sector. Document SEC(92) 2340 final of 
23 December 1992. 

Council Regulation (EC) No 685/95 of 27 M3rch 1995 on the management of the fishing-effort 
relating to certain Community fishing areas and resources (OJ No L 71, 31.03.1995, p. 5.). 
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This second stage will have to be introduced gradually, allowing tennination 

of the transitional arrangements introduced on the accession of Sweden and 

Finland. Finally, the fishing-effort system will have to be fine-tuned to include 

provisions on access to certain fisheries by means of special fishing permits 

and to reconcile the need for effective effort management with full usc by the 

Member States of their fishing opportunities based on the principle of relative 

stability. 

B. Definition of multiamwal frameworks in the management of exploitation rates 

To date the Council has still not adopted the Commission's proposal defining 

objectives and medium-term management strategies although the proposal has 

been ~cfore it' since I 5 December ·1993. This delay is detrimental to the 

effective management of marine resources, even though the proposal IS 

integral to the tem1s of the current basic Regulation. 

Given the importance of defining such a framework, which was underlined in 

the "19~1. Report" and recognized in Regulation (EEC) No 3760/92, the 

Commission started making legislative proposals as early as 1993. 

Practical implementation of the decisions on T ACs and quotas since .1992 h~s 

only confirmed the need to make the management. of resources more flexible 

and look .beyond the year ahead, making it possible for the industry to plan 

its activities and investments long term. 

. . 

As. a basis for the dis~ussions ·on the introduction or-these new management 

tools, .. the Commission forwarded a communication 14 to the ··council 

beforehand, analysing their suitability and limits. The communication was 

discussed by the Council, which accepted its general approach ~ovcmbcr 

Communication from the Commission to the Council and ihe EP: "The new· components of the 
CFP and their practical implementation", (COM(93) 664, Brussels, I 5 December 1993 ). 

13 
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1994 ). The Commission tabled two proposals to ·put these into operational 

practice, the first covering a definition of medium-term objectives and 

strategies15
, the second introducing flexible quota utilization 16

• These two 

aspects arc complementary, since they would make it possible to combine 

more ambitious medium-term action with greater flexibility in short-term 

management. In both cases the Council recognized the relevance of the 

underlying principles in the initial constructive discussions. Beyond the 

internal discussions on the CFP, the need for a definition of medium-tcm1 

objectives and strategies was stress'ed in several international bodies, in 

connection with the definition of the code of conduct, and at the 

Intergovernmental Conference on the North Sea. In both cases the methods 

adopted are in line with the tools proposed by the Commission: a definition 
' of spawning biomass thresholds and fishing mortality rate plans. 

The proposal on management strategies and objectives. was submitted to the 

Council in December ·1993. 

Initially the Council showed a cautious interest (first half of I 994 ), then 
. . 

during· its second discussion (second half of 1994) it was on the point o( 

adopting it, with the proviso that the proposal should be transformed· irito. a 

directive with some changes to the figures. 

Then in the first half of 1995 the Council rejected the proposal and in the 

second half of 1995 it refused to re-enter it on its agenda. Despite the 

Council's agreement on principle, the proposal th<:ref?r~ failed, not on 

substantive grounds but on objection to detail._ It has· now lapsed in terms of 

the timetable initially, laid down (1994-1997). 

Proposal for a Council Regulation (EC) fixi~g management objectives and strategies for certain 
fisheries or groups of fisheries for the period 1994 to 1997 (COM(93) 663 final of 15 December 
1993). 
Proposal for a Council Regulation introducing additional conditions for year-to-year management 

. of TACs a·nd q~otas (COM(94) 583 final of 8 December 1994). 

14 



As regards the proposal on flexibility, it will have taken the Council two years 

to make technical adjustments, overcome its reservations on its innovatory 

nature and unanimously adopt it, with gradual introductionfrom 1997 to 1998. 

The Council will have to re-examine the proposal on management objectives 

and ~trategies. As a result of the link referred to above between regulating 

exploitation rates 'and changes in fishing capacities, this question will have to 

be re-addressed in the debate on MGP IV. 

1-3. Community fisheries research 

The management of fishery resources requires decisions to be taken on the 

·basis of scientific analysis alone. Fisheries research is therefore of .great 

importance, its direction changing constantly in line with the needs of the 

common fisheries policy. Since the recommendations in the "1991 Report" and 

adoption of Regulation (EEC) No 3760/92, fisheries research has been 

intensified at Community and national level, with the emphasis on 

socio-economic aspects .and indreased coordination of research projects at 

Community an~ international level. ,. 

In the context of the fourth framework programme of European Community 

activities in the field of research, technological development and 

demonstration (1994-~8), the Commission aims to provide, by means ~f 

Community funding for. research· projects, a solid base: for a balanced and 

sustainable exploitation of Community fishery ~esources and the future 

development of .aquaculture. 

In addition, in order to have specific information to enable it to formulate its 

proposals for regulations, the Commission· contributes to the funding of 
. . 

scientific and technical studies providing answers to specific questions, the 

results of which. flow directly into the CFP. 

15 
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Despite such Community encouragement, in the Commission's view the data 

collection necessary for implementation of the CFP is still inadequate. 

The existing mechanisms should be improved to ensure that the data to be 

reported by the Member States to the Commission are collected, and make 

them available to the scientific experts. 

Furthermore, the lack of coordination between the Member States and the 

Commission mus· be rectified and roles clarified by defining research 

priorities at Community. leveL 

Finally,"the Commission would liketo improve the dialogue between scientific 

experts and the world of fishing. To this end, it would like to see a greater 

flow of information between the Commission, the Member States and the 

industry and the distribution of the results of research to make them available 

to all. 

/-4. The Mediterranecm fishery resources conservation system 

As a result o~ the entry of Greece and Spain into the Community, as well as 

the alarming state of resources and the socio-economic importance of fishing 

for so~e coastal regions, as early as 1990 the Commission submitted a 
. . 

discussion paper to the Council with an outline for.a common fisheries system 

· in the Mediterranean17
• 

This communication · was aimed at implementing a conservation and 

mat:lagement policy specifically for the Mediterranean. The conClusions in the. 

communication were adopted unanimously by the Council. 

Communication from the Commission to the Council on nn outline of a common fisheries system 
in the Mediterranean. discussion paper.(SEC(90) 1136 final of 10 July 1990). 

16 
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Since the "1991 Report" encouraging the adoption of a Community fisheries 

conservation system in the Mediterranean, substantial progress has been made 

in checking the depletion of certain fish stocks there. 

Following the discussions with the Community authorities and the industry on 

the general principles of a conservation and management policy specifically 

for the Mediterranean, the Council adopted Regulation (EC) No ·1626/94 

laying down certain technical measures for the conservation of fishery 

resources in the Mediterranean, which entered into force in 1995 18
• 

The Regulation is intended to improve the protection of resources and the 

environment by harmonizing certain existing regulations on the basis of 

current scientific knowledge and, where necessary, adopting new provisions 

to take account of the special features of the Mediterranean. It establishes 

conditions for the use and prohibition of certain types of fishing gear, 

restrictions on their technical specifications and minimum landing sizes for 

landed fish, as well as providing for exceptions to enable the system to be 

adopted gradually. 

Some Member States have encountered difficulties m implementing this 

Kegulation, in particular with regard to compliance with· provisions on 

mandatory fish sizes. 

The Commission has taken part in numerous meetings with the industry and .. 

scientific experts in order to collect data and information, enabling it to 

examine the matter and propose a satisfactory solution: 

. . 
This is just the first, but essential, step - particularly because there can be no 

. . 
progress . without coordination with· the non-EU countries fishing in the 

Mediterranean. 

C:ouncil Regulat.ion (EC) No 1626/94 of 27 June 1994 laying down certain ·technical measures 
for the conservation of fishery resources in the Mediterranean. 

17 



The Member States bordering the Mediterranean, the Council and the 

Commission have taken a strong line on this matter, acting in complete 

unison. 

A Diplomatic Conference on fishery management in the Mediterranean was 

held in Crete in December 1994, culminating in the adoption of a ·solemn 

Declaration on the ~onservation and ·Management of the Fishery Resources 

of the Mediterranean under the terms of which those countries benefiting from 

the biological wealth of the Mediterranean undertake to cooperate on the 

protection and development of fishery resources in the region. 

With a view to strengthening cooperation between coastal states and the 

countries which fish there, the Commission is already 'organizing a· second 

Diplomatic Co11ference on Fishery Management in the Mediterranean at the 

end of 1996. 

At the same time, the Community has intensified its cooperation with regional 

fisheries organizations operati.ng in the Mediterranean, in particular the 

·General Fisheries Council for the Med~terrancan. The Community has also 

taken the necessary steps to become a member of this organization soon. It 

has taken action to transpose some of the recommendations of the international 

organizations on resource management into Co~munity legisl~tion. 

18 
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II. Restructuring the fisheries sector 

The framework for structural measures for fisheries and aquaculture has 

undergone a number of substantive changes over the past few years. 

Up to 1993, it was 'the Commission itself which selected investment projects 

. for the fleet, aquaculture and processing and marketing of products under 

Regulation (EEC) No 4028/8619
• To qualify, investment projects had to satisfy 

a number of criteria on acceptability, conformity and eligibility of expenditure, 

and compLy with certain technical and economic ratios. 

Since 1993, "fisheries" structural measures have been integrated into the 

reform~d Structural Funds under Council Regulations (EEC) No 2080/93 and 

(EC) No 3699/9320
• This makes it possible to delegate to the Member States 

major new responsibilities ("subsidiarity') for selecting investment projects in 

the sector, provided they comply with the measures adopted within the . . 

framework of s~ctoral programming for fisheries (''partnership'}. Community 

financial assistance is also meant to comply with the principles of additional tty 

and concentration of fimds. 

From now on, it is in this new financial framework that restructuring measur~s 

in the sector, in particular for the fleet, will be implemented. 

In this respect the Commission's "1991 Report" already recommended a 

strengthening of the links between conservation measures and structural 

measures so that the _latter could help ;educe excessive ·fishing mortality by . . . 
eliminating the Community fleet's overcapacity. 

Council Regulation (EEC) No 4028/86 of 18 December 1986 on Community measures to improve 
.and adapt structures in the fisheries and i!·quaculture sector,· as last amended by· Council · 
Regulation (EEC) No 3846/92 ofl9 December 1992 (OJ.No L 401, 3l.l2.1992) (repealed). 

Council Regulation (EC) No 3699/93 of 21 December 1.993 !Ltying ·down· the criteria and 
arrangements regarding Community structural assistance in the fisheries and aquaculture sector 
and the processing and marketing of its products. · 

19 
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These recommendations are to be found in Title II of Rcgulnt'ion (EEC) 

No 3760/92 on the management and monitoring of fishing activity, under 

which the Council must set, on a multiannual basis, objectives and detailed 

rules for restructuring the fisheries sector in order to achieve a balance on a 

sustainable basis between resources and their exploitation. 

The Commission therefore undertook to make this restructuring possible by 

adopting a series of legal and financial provisions. 

The adoption of binding measures to reduce fleet overcapacity was made 

possible by Council Decision 94/15/EC~ 1 , which enabled the multiannual 

guidance programmes (MGP III) to be approved. 

The MGP III programmes were drafted on the principles of transparency, 

equal treatment of the Member States and flexibility. 

However, with an average reduction of 7% of fleet power over five years, 

these programmes arc not as ambitious as the Commission would have liked, 

all the ·more so since this percentage includes reductions that some countries 

did not manage to carry out under previous programmes and docs not offset 

productivity increases due to technical progress. 

In its annual reports to the Council and Parliament on progress in achieving 

the targ_cts of the multiannual guidance programmes (MGP III), the 

Commission notes that, in spite of the generally satisfactory results in relatio~ 

to the objectives laid do\~71, there arc dispariti?s between the ~ember States 

Council Decision 9411 5/EC of20 December 1993 relating tci the objectives and detailed rules for 
restructuring the Community fisheries sector over the period I January 1994 to 3 I December 
I 996 with a view to achieving a lasting balance between the resources and their exploitation. (OJ 
No L IO, I4.1.1994). . 
Council Decision 95/577/EC of 22 December 1995 concerning the objectives and detailed rules 
for restructuring the fisheries sector in Finland and Sweden over the period I J<1nuary 1995 to 
3 I December 1996 with a view to achieving a lasting balance between resou·rccs and their 
exploitation (OJ No L 326, 30.12. I 995). . . • · 

20 
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illustrated by the real difficulties some countries arc experiencing in meeting 

the objectives or the obvious lack of will to meet them. 

Furthermore, in implementing MGP III, so far not one Member State has used 

the option of introducing fishing-activity reduction schemes eligible under it 

even from among those countries which subscribe to the idea. 

Penalties arc imposed for failure to comply with the objectives of MGP III.· 

The most stringent requirement for the Member States is their obligation not 

to introduce fishing vessel construction schemes or fleet modernization 

schemes involving an increase in fishing effort unless they have complied with 

the targets in their· programme. 

Some Member States which did not meet the intermediate objectiv.cs of 

MGP III had to cease awarding national aid for modernization or the 

construction of new boats. 

The second penalty, which will be applied if the Commission establishes at 

the end of 1996 that a. Member State has not met its final targets under 

MGP III, is the. infringement procedure under Article 169 of the Treaty.·· · 

Nevertheless, m spite of these shortcomings and unlike the previous 

programmes (MGP I and MGP II), whose results were disappointing, 

MGP III22 has led to a decline in capacity (sec Annex II). Although overall tl~c 

result will be highly in.adcquatc, MGP III will, among other things, have 

provided a general mechanism for monitoring and controlling changes in the 

Community fleet as a result of the instruments p\lt in place (Community 

register and rcmcasuremcnt of the fleee 3
). 

Commission Decisions 92/588/EEC to 92/598/EEC of 21 December· 1992 on multiannual 
guidance programmes for the fishing fleets for the period 1993 to 1996 (MGPs. Ill). 
(OJ No L.401, 31.12.1992). 
Commission Decisions 96173/EC and 96174/EC of22 December 1995 on a multiannual guidance 
programme for the fishing fleets of Sweden and Finland for the period 1995 to l9Q6 pursuant to 
Council Regulation (EC) No 3699/93 (OJ No L 14, 19.1.1996). · · 

Commission Regulation (EC) No I 09/94 of 19 January 1994 concerning the fishing vessel register 
. . . 
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MGP III will be succeeded by MGP IV which, on the basis of a new report 

by independent experts on the state of fish stocks and comments from the 

industry, will set new Community fleet restructuring targets in order to restore 

stocks and allow fishing businesses to recover financially. 

The.aim of MGP IV will be to effectively eliminate the chronic overcapacity 

of the fleet. 

In order to softt.n the socio-economic impact of the reduction of the 

Community fleet, the Commission proposed in 1986, at the time Regulation 

(EEC) No 4026/86 was adopted, that the scrapping premium should include 

a premium per crew member, but the Council rejected this accompanying 

social measure. 

Under the specific measures covered by Regulation (E~C) No 4028/86, m 

1991 the Commission attempted to reintroduce specific accompanying social 

measures but again in vain. · 

In order to cushion the impact of fleet restructuring measures on coastal .. 
communities in areas dependent on fishing, the Council adopted 

socio-economic measures24 in November 1995 in order to complement the 

fishing-effort· adjustment measures with supporting social measures· for 

workers. affected by restructuring (early-retirement schemes and voluntary 
' . . 

severance grants). Attempts at introducing such measures had failed in the 

past, so they represent something quite new. 

of the Community (OJ No L 19, 22.1.1994). 
Councii .. Regu1ation (EC) No 3259/94 of 22 December 1994 amending Regulatipn (EEC) No 
2930/86 defining the characteristics of fishing vessels (OJ No_ L 339, 29.12.1994 ). 

Council Regulation (EC) No 3699/93 of· 21 December 1993 laying down tbe criteria and 
arrangements regarding Community structural assistance in the fisheries and aquaculture sector 
and the processing and marketing of its products (OJ No L 346, 31.12.93), as amended for the 
third time by Regulation (EC) No 2791/95 of 20 November 1995 (OJ No L 283, 25 .. 11.1995). . . 
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A wide range of financial m'easures under the Structural Funds (FIFG, ERDF 

and ESF) is now available to accompany restructuring in the industry. A 

special Community Initiative for fisheries (PESCA) makes it possible to 

mobilize all Structural Fund mea5ures in the designated areas dependent on 

fishing. 

In the Commission's view, Regulation (EEC) No 3760/92 and the financial 

provisions of the Structural Funds are an essential elemen_t which will make 

· it possible to restructure the fleet in close harmony with resource conservation 

measures. However, the conditions in which restructuring is to be carried out 

must be better defined. The Council in particular will have to adopt_ 

appropriate measures so that the size of the· fleet can be adjusted to the 

resources actually available. 
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III. Access to external sources of supply and the common market 

organisation 

A.· Adjustment of the common market organisation 

B. 

In its communication on the crisis in the Community's fishing industry25
,. the 

Commission described and analysed in 1994 the structural handicaps of 

Community production. 

Examination of the market situation and the constraints typical of it makes 

efforts to adapt capacities to resource potential all the more pre~sing. 

The climate of international competition determined by the Community's 

international undertakings in the context of a globalised economy, the fact that 

production is more expensive in the Community than in some of its partners, 

and the serious decline in supplies to the Community market, all mean that 

Commu~ity output potential must be optimised while ensuring that supply and 

demand are better matched. 
.. 

Proposals to that effect were introduced by means of a reform of the com mot:~ 

market organisation which entered into force in 199526 and which stresses the 

strengthening of the role of producer organisations and an expansion. of their 

resources towards improvement of product quali~y and of their ability to 

intervene on the market. 

External fiSheries agreements 

Communication from the Commission .to the· Council and Parliament .on "the: crisis in the 
Community's fishing industry (COM (94) 335 fmal, 19.7.1994). 

Council Regulation (EC) No 3318/94 of 22 December 1994 (OJ L 350, 3l.l2.1994) amending 
R:egulation (EEC) N° 3759/92 on the· common organisation of the market "in fishery and 
aquaculture products. 
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On the basis of the "1991 report" the Council confirmed the importance of a 

broad network of appropriate fisheries agreements with non~member countries. 

The fisheries agreements represent 20% of Community production of seafood 

products, and are an important contribution to ensuring security of supply . . 
In addition to their political and economic importance towards the outside, the 

fisheries agreements allow the Community fleet access to resources other than 

those found in the Community's own fishing areas. 

Lastly, the agreements make it possible for the Commission, as p:1rt of the 

undertakings made under its exclusive powers, to fulfil the international 

commitments which it has subscribed to (responsible fishing etc.). 

The fishing agreements are not limited to this aspect; they also make it 

possible to increase cooperation between the Community'and the non-member 

countries concerned. 

There are several basic types of fishery agreement: the traditional agreement .. 
with financial compensation and/or trade concessions or reciprocity, and tl1e 

'second generation' agreement with provision for joint enterpr~ses. 

The Community trie.s to make each of these prop?sed agreements match the 

socio-ecopomic peculiarities of each country and include integrated partnership 

'mechanisms which are more consistent in the long term, and which apply to 
. . 

activities upstream and downstream of actual fishing so as to arrive at more 

lasting coop.eration with third countries: 
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IV. Monitoring the common fisheries policy 

A. The 'acquis' of the new control Regulation 

Confronted with inadequacies in controls and non-compliance with the 

com!llon fisheries policy,. the Commission - in its 1991 Report and· in its 

Report on monitoring implementation of the common fisheries policy27 
- put 

forward proposals to reinforce monitoring and transparency. 

Following a thorough debate involving all the Community bodies and 

operators, the Couf!cil in 1993 adopted a new control regulation applicable to 

the CFP28
• 

This new system provides for overall and integrated monitoring covering all 

aspects of the CFP and applying to all operators in th~ fishing sector. Under 

the new rules it is possible to monitor the activities of Community fisheirnen 

more closely regardless of which area they are fishing in. 

To make monitoring credible, the control Regulation requires Member States . . 
to apply dissuasive penalties. The new system also strengthens· tJle 

Commission's institutional facilities so that it can fully exercise its function of 

supervision over the national fisheries inspcctorates. 
\· 

Lastly, the system also opens the door to modernisation through the use of 

modem technology, in particular satellite-based continuous position-finding 

systems and computerised systems. 

·Commission Report to the Council and Parliament on monitoring implementation ofth'e common 
fisheries policy. Document SEC(92) .394, 6.3.1992. · 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 2847/93 of 12 October 1993 establishing a controlsystem applicable 
to the common fisheries policy (OJ L 261, 20.1 0.1993),..as amended by Council Regulation (EC) 
No 2870/95 of8 December 1995 (OJ L 301,'14.12.1995). . · • · 
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In 1995, the control regime was amended, adding to the existing provisions 

so as to include measures aimed at the monitoring and inspection of fishing 

activities subject to fishing-effort restrictions. 

Alongside the new system, the Council adopted a new financial decision on 

a Co_minunity financial contribution29 whose scope and budget appropriations 

are commensurate with this increase in control duties. 

This regulatory framework gives Member States the legal and financial 

·instruments to allow them to guarantee effective and transparent monitoring 

of fishing activities. 

B. Implementing tlze control systeitt 

In its Report on monitoring the common fisheries policy30
, the Commission 

noted the deficiencies in inspe.ctions carried out by Member States. 

In general terms the report notes Member States' delays in implementing the 

new control provisions .. 

The low level of resources committed casts doubts on the effective application 

of the control ·Regulation by certain Member States even where they have 

called on Community finanCing to d·evelop these resources. Some even lack 

the means to provide airborne monitoring, which . greatly reduces t~e 

effectiveness of inspecti~ns at sea. ·With regard to the applic;ation of sanctions,· 

. tnere are major discrepancies within the Communi_tY in both the procedures 
. . . 

us.e.d and the size of the penalties, and this is indu~ing a feeling of unequai 

Council De.~ision 95/527/CE of 8 December 1995 on a Community financial contribution to\vards 
certain expenditure incurred by the Member States in implementing the monitoring and control 
systems applicable to. the common fisheries policy (OJ No L 30 I, 14.12.1995). · . _ 
Annual report from the Commission to the Council and Parliament on monitoring the common 

· fisherie_s policy (COM (96) 100 final, 18.3.1996). 
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treatment nmong Community fishennen and a greater inclination to commit 

fraud. 

In addition, the lack of information transmitted by the Member States has 

stopped the Commission from evaluating the effectiveness of controls on 

mar~ets, product transport and structural policy. 

Despite these shortcomings, the Commission feels that it is too early to give 

a definitive assess nent of the impact of the new control Regulation. Certain 

· provisions concerning in particular computerisation and the introduction of a . . 

satellite position-0nding system will apply only in 1996-97. In any case, this 

first report was only intended to help reduce the lack of transparency between 

Member States in fisheries control. 

The Commission hopes that Member States will note these shortcomings and 

be encouraged to cooperate in developing harmonised and increased levels of 

controls. 

The Commission for its part will adapt the utilisation of its O\\TI resqurces so 

as to achieve this objective .. 

Nevertheless,~ this adjustment is likely to be restricted by the heavy burden 

inherent in controls in international waters (NAFO, driftnets): In this respect, 
. . . 

the Commission hopes that the Member States. concerned will promptly 

assume the duties which fall upon them.· 

Irrespective ofthat problem, the Commission feels that from now on it should. 

give priority to: 

validating, with a view to more transparency, the information 

· transmitted by each Member State in the fo.rm of control reports and 

of indic'ators of resources; 
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taking into account the monitoring of the fields newly included in 

fisheries control at Community level: structural policy, in particular 

assessment of catch capacities, parallel monitoring of fishing effort, 

links with market monitoring, the possibility of inspections during 

transport, development of the possibilities of systematic cross-checks 

on the various sources of information against each other; 

the problems which, in each fishery, constitute a source of major 

infringements of Community rules likely to harm ot~er Member States, 

such as the quota overruns in the North Sea and the Baltic and the 

ignoring of technical measures; 

coordination among the .national authorities responsible for controls 

and between those authorities and the Commission. TI1e faster 

implementation of new teclmologies (satellite monitoring, data-link.s, 

etc.) defines the first area of cooperation. But it is not the only one: 

coordination of measures at sea, as demonstrated· by the monitoring of 

the Atlantic tuna fisheries, requires intervention at Community level. 

The same is true of monitoring the catches of ve·ssels fishing in the 

exclusive economic zone of one Member Stat~ and landing fish in the 

port of another Member State: Generally speaking, the Commission has 

an important role to play in the coordination process in order to 

encourage synergy and allay suspicion. 

Given a political will backed up by a general awareness, further essential and 

rapid progress on monitoring will be possible. This would m·ake it possi~le for 

the common fisheries policy to achieve object~ves which have so far remained . 

out of reach but ~hi~h experience has showed to be realistic. 
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V. The decision-making process 

A. Defining the decision-making process 

The "1991 report" stressed the need to share responsibilities between the 

Member States and the Commission with regard to both developing and 

implementing new I:Ules: 

In this context, the Community's role was to be limited basically to 

establishing the principles and it would be up to the Member States to devise 

suitable procedures according to the specific nature of their legislative and 
I 

administrative systems. 

With the same aim in mind, the report proposed simplifying the battery of 
. . 

rules in order to ensure transparency, a prerequisite for their better acceptance, 

and the decision-making process itself in order to siim down procedures. 

The Commission had proposed when Regulation '(EEC) No 3760/92 was 

adopted that ·there should be only two decision-making procedures in the 

context of management of exploitation rates, and it had urged the Council not 

to chose procedural methods likely to undermine the decisions in this ·area. 

Along these lines, the Commission put forward .a proposal under which it · . . . . . 
would be the Council's task to adopt management objectives and strategies and 

to set the quota distribution keys among the Member States using the Article 

43 procedure (Council decision after consulting Parliarnent.~.on the basis of a 
. . 

Commission· proposal) and t~e Commission's job would be to apply the • 
. . 

Council Decisions automatically . after receiving the opinion · of the' 

Management Committee. This would help . to make the decision-making 

procedures more flexible and relieve the Counci~ o.f ~e burden. of technical 

dossiers which do not require any policy decisions from it. 
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Despite the flexibility shown by the Commission during the discl!ssions in 

Council, the latter rejected the proposal and proposed maintaining the principle 

of annual Council Decisions by majority vote fixing T ACs and quotas and 

fishipg-effort ceilings. 

This failure to delegate decision-making to the Commission for the adoption 

of technical and repetitive decisions is hampering the work of the Council and 

very often results in delays in adopting measures vital to the management of 

. fishing activities .. 

B. Implemellting tlte decisio11-makillg process 

' 
Over the past few years, discussions on the implementation of the common 

fisheries policy have become more ·rational and now generate less passion. 

This ·underline~ the greater political will that now exists on the part of 

· Member States and an awareness of the need to establish a responsible and 

rational common fisheries policy. 

As an example, the process for fixing TACs is now largely devoid of drama 

and unanimity is usually achieved after a few hours of debate. 

Nevertheless, this progress should not obscure .the difficulty of passing from 

an agreement on gcqeral principles to actual deci~ions (see Annex IV). 

·In ~'?me cases, Commission proposals based on recommendations from 

scientists or ·groups of independent experts arc not agreed on and are amended 
. . 

by the Council to. the detriment of an efficient and rational manage_ment of 
. . 

resources. 

The discrepancies between Commission proposal and fin~l Council decision 

. affect all levels of the common fishe~es policy. 
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As regards conservation of resources, TACs are sometimes fixed at levels 

higher than those recommended by the Commission and the proposed 

·technical and control measures are diluted by introducing stipulated time 

periods and special exemptions; the rules adopted for the Mediterranean are 

an obvious example. 

In the structural field,. the capacity-reduction targets m the multiannual 

guidance programmes have been adjusted downward. 

It can also take longer to adopt decisions than originally intended; decisions 

arc put off until the point comes when they cannot be delayed any further, 

with consequent difficulties for the fishing industry. 

Such. delays are still occurring in all areas of the common policy. 

The most significant. example is the delay_ in the Council's adopting the 

proposals on quota flexibility. The Council is still consideri~g the objectives . . 

and management strategy proposed by the Commission in 1993, which arises 

directly from the basic Regulation (EEC) No 3760/92. 

Finaily the Commission would like to point out that various proposals have 

become blocked which were requested by the Council in the first place.· F ~r 

two years i10 majority could be foun_d for the proposal on driftncts31
; after 

which, in 1994, the Commission produced a communication reporting . on 
. . . 

driftnet fishing at the request of the Council together with a proposal covering 

the regulatory action to be taken. 

H~wever, some of these negative tendencies have been palliated by a greater 

awareness of key issues within the industry itself and the constructive support 

of Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee m backing the 

31 Propos:1l for a Council. Regulation on the usc ·or large drif~nets under the common fisheries policy 
(COM(94)_ 50/5, 10.2.1995). . 
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relevance ofvarious Commission proposals. The Commission has contributed 

to this trend by making an effort to be transparent at all levels. by staying 

alert to problems and solutions pointed out by different industry actors, and 

by organising seminars and meetings to keep the fishing industry informed and 

involve it more in the future development of the common policy. 

This increased responsibility in the industry for defining the goals of resource 

management must not be allowed to obscure the other side of the coin,. 

however, i.e. the industry's obligations under the management regime. 

* * 

* 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. This assessment of the reporting period has shown that the results achi~ved so 

far in addressing the goals the Community has set itself provide ani'p1e 

justification for continuing with the efforts made since 1991 to strengthen the 

foundations and improve the effectiveness of the 'acquis communautairc'. 

The progress achieved in conserving and managing resources has still not been 

enough. The new management tools arc not becoming ·operational quickly 

. enough. The targets to reduce overcapacity have still not been attained. There 

arc ·still several gaps in the implementation of the control mechanisms. 

We need therefore to look at the directions which must be taken to move the 

common fisheries policy forward, towards making the Community's fishi~g 

activities balanced and sustainable and therefore capable of prodocing a 

reasonable economic return. 
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2. We need to prepare the future course to be followed both in the short term, 

i.e. over the next three years, and in the medium term, the year 2002 being an 

special and symbolic date for the CFP; the course which will make possible 

a durable preparation for the long term. 

The 2002 deadline marks· the expiry/renewal of three components ·in the 

legislation currently in force: 

·access to waters ·inside the 12-mile limit (Article 6 of the basic 

Regulation), 

the rules applying to the "Shetland Box" (Article 7 of the basic 

Regulation), 

the rules of access ·to the North Sea for vessels from Spain and 

Portugal ( 1985 Act of Accession) and from· Sweden and Finland (I 994 

Act of Accession). 

Before the deadline, these aspects of the CFP will have to be analysed and a·· 

report drawn up following the same procedure as in 1991. . . 
On the first component, the Commission will make proposals to the Council 

. . . . / 

for provision~ to replace the current rules. If 'there is no Council decision 

before 31 December 2002, the rule restricting access to those waters will . . . . 
disappear.. It seems unlikely, given the current state of. affairs, that there will 

be a desire to modify this aspect of the 'acquis com_mzmputaire '. 

On the second, the absence of a Commission proposal or a Council decision . 
. . 

before the same deadlinf! would lead to a roll-forward of the ·existing . 

arrangements. 

On the· third point, the absence of a decision .eith~r during the transitional 

period or by the_ 2002 deadline would lead to the application o~ the· 'acquis ; 

commzmautaire' as it currently exists, i.e. free access to waters on a non-
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discriminatory basis for all Member State fleets, access to resources being 

based on the principle of relative stability for regulated species and 

unrestricted for non-regulated species. 

The other aspects of the CFP, in particular certain fundamental principles such 

as rehitive stability, are not likely on the face of it be called into question. 

Changes can be made to them only if a formal political will to do so is 

expressed. 

The basic ingredients of the CFP's structural policy arc covered by the current 

programming period under the Structural Funds, which ends on 31 December 

1999. It is likely that an MGP V exercise will succeed MGP IV but, unless 

the conditions for access to fisheries under the existing arrangements are 

radically altered, the progress of the MGPs should n'ot be affected by the 2002 

deadline. 

Other non-fishing aspects may also affect progress, such as the results of the 

Intergovemi!lental Conference, future expansion ofth~ Union or developments 

in international relations. 

3. The Commfssion considers that now, over the next three-year period, ana not 

in the next millennium, is the time to intensify the efforts already undertaken 

to supplement and consolidate the existing· structure so as to secure a long

term improve!llent in the industry. 

The fundamental aims of the measures to be taken must· be to avoid the 

collapse of fisheries by attaining a better match between availab~e resources 

and capacities, iri order to put Community fishing enterprises back on the road 

to profitability. These aims will hav? to be achie~ed using an approach which 

is not strictly economic but which will also have to be integrated into the 

~verall devel'opment of regions dependent on. fisl~ing, in particular as regards 

employment and taking into account environmental concerns. 
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The management tools relevant to the objectives adopted must be applied in 

full. Those for which legal instruments have already been adopted, such as the 

fishing-effort management scheme, must be implemented effectively. The next 

few years must be put to usc in evaluating their results in the areas whe~e they 

have been implemented, in particular the Atlantic and, if necessary, the Baltic. 

Expansion of these management instruments to other Community fishing 

zones, in particular the Nortli Sea, will make it possible to complete the 

transitions provided for in the Acts of Accession for Spain and Portugal and 

Finland and Sweden. The Commission will, therefore, at the appropriate time, 

be proposing suitable fishing-effort management schemes for fisheries in the 

North Sea, for instance, and even the Mediterranean. 

Improvements to the use of the existing management instruments must 

continue, in close liaison with intensifying and improving scientific research. 

It would seem better to introduce catch-reducing measures at an early date 

time rather than waiting for certain stocks to deteriorate to such an extent that 

a moratorium on fishing has to be imposed, creating an extreme situation and 

one damaging to the survival of companies as well as to market stability and 

security of supply. 

These improvements must also cover technical measures. The measures to be 

taken, in close cooperation with the Member States and the industry, concern 

first of all the North Sea, the Mediterranean and ~egion III. 

Improving the management instruments means both better knowledge of the 
. . 

scientific and statistical data and better dissemination of this knowledge. This 

improvement" in the flow of inforn1ation, to be made accessible to all . 

interested parties, should encourage understanding and therefore acceptance. 

of the proposed measures. 

The implementation of MGP IV during the coming months wili be. a crucial 

. factor in finding an equilibrium between fishing opportu~ities and t~e capacity 

of the Community fleet, in order to break the spiral of overinvestment -
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overcapacity- excess costs, with its concomitant reductions in profit(\bility and 

Joss of activity for fishery businesses. The survival of fishing businesses, the 

safeguarding of jobs at sea and on land and therefore the future of the industry 

will depend on finding this balance. 

The adoption of an effective monitoring system, at all levels of responsibility, 

is the sine qua non for the success of a truly sustainable fisheries policy. 

Close attention will therefore have to be paid to improving the monitoring 

system as a whole to ensure its coherence, consistency and homogeneity. The 

opportunities offered by new technologies such as satellites will have to be 

exploited to the full and the best possible infom1ation flow must be ensured 
I 

through computerised networks. Realisation of a powerful Community 

monitoring system does not mean stepping up Community intervention as 

such, but everybody's tasks and responsibilities should be clearly defined. 

The development of responsible, and therefore monitored, and environmentally 

sound fishing is at the heart of the international undertakings entered into by 

the Community within the United Nations and F AO over the past three years. 

The next few years must sec their effective implementation both at internal 

and at international level. The environment must be integrated into these in. a 

positive, not a negative way. Sustainability of fishing activities is only 

achievable if the environment is also protected; fishermen and traders must 

obviously have a positive, decisive role in this if. these adjustments arc to be 

carried through with proper account taken of fishing industry interests. 

In this context, close attention will have to be paid to the Mediterranean 

region. The CFP is less developed· here than in other regions of the 

Community and the state of resources is particularly worrying. In riddition, 

international cooperation is particularly necessary here because· of its 

geography. However, we should make the point that nothing will be done 

. without the manifest political will of the Member States concerned. 
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The Commission therefore calls on all those in the sector, ai political, 

administrative and industry levels, to do all they can and must to put in place 

the elements of a fisheries policy which will guarantee that fishing itself has 

a future. 

The Commission believes that, to ensure both clarity in the political debate 

and effectiveness in the work of the institutions, only the major decisions 

should be taken at Council level after the opinions of Parliament and the 

Economic and Social Committee have been obtained.· A decentralised 

decision-making process together with a system of regional consultation 

encouraging dialogue between representatives of the industry and scientific 

circles could usefully improve the operation of the CFP. Subsidiarity must be 

applied to this sector as broadly as possible, at all levels of responsibility. 

This also applies to rationalisation of funding, in partic~lar sharing the burden 

between Community and national budgets, so as to ensure the best 

co:;t/effectiveness ratio. 

4. The results of this first three-year phase will condition the success of the 

process leading on preparations for the post-2002 period. 

If the next phase can be regarded as a period of consolidation, the one after 

it will probably focus on assessing the future challenges to the CFP and 

identifyit?g the major issues for discussion. In this context, all those involved 

in the fisheries sector will once again need to define the directions to be 

explored in ensuring a 'balanced development of· fisheries. management, 

inc.luding the soci~-economic aspects, the profitability of businesses, policy on 

employment and regional development, and an appraisal of the role that each 

party should play. 

On the basis of an open debate, it should then be possible to formalise the 

options chosen and arrive at' the necessary decisions before 31 December 

2002. 
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The Commission hopes, as it tried to demonstrate in its 1991 report, that 

discussing the future of fishing can go on being a lively affair without 

becoming overladen with emotion. 
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ANNEX I 

Changes in TACs over the reporting period 
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c 11JIJ'·•Pwln\JJIIJC00\t!nalysls 

. .. 
ANALYSIS OF 1996 TAC propos~! and evaluation of tile status of stocks 
based on the most recent assessment 

NOTES: 

~eylrl 
(1) 
(2) 
(3} 

· not :1.\'a!lablc: 

... 

Decisions depend on consullnllon wilh th!id countries or internnlionnl organlsnllons 
Part of the TAC availabla to Member States 
As reported by Member Slates 
t~o ct~!ch forecast ovnilobla · 
Elt~er not provided or not useful In terms of TAC 

'. ., 

STATUS: 1= lightly exploited; 2= fully exploited; 3:::~ 11cavcly exploited; 4= risk or depleatlon; 
F= nuctuallng: U= unknown; U/2·= unknown, but presumed. fully exploited: 

· Ut3•= unknown, but pres"umed heavety cxplolied. 
Assessment quality: 1= good analytic a_sscssment: 2= medium qua!ily Inform a lion: 
3= little or nothing known 
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Overzichl van de bestanden waarwt in 1995 meer dan 5 000 ton door communautaire vaartuigen is gevangen 

I I 
1994 1995 Ramln~ 1995 

Voorstel Com- Toestand Kwal1teit 
Soort Zone TAC(1) Vangst missie (1) TAC(1) Vangsl(2) be stand raming 
Hanng llla~!:_~~-~~tJ! 'f639'= ~9275 ·~"Q1 :2Q.830 120830 ~~11543 :~.2.-;·~A ~~~~ 

Ill bed $:!~·~t.?['!;f:~ .. "" 121450 ¥55001 ! -~~. 283200 283200 n1na13 ·' ;>;:. F;;~ .::; '1/2•',','.: 
lla IVabl\~·~c<<-:· 257950 242736 '. 262400 262400 ;,~·259222 ·. ~ 3:, .. :·,_ ... '1 .· ., 

IVeVIId 50000 42079 50000 50000 42919 N/3" 2 
Vb VlaN, Vlb 55140 52125 55140 70140 62468 1 1 

• VIaS, Vllbc 28000 27827 28000 28000 26659 2 2 
Vllghj 21000 18901 21000 21000 18325 3 2 

~-nsjOVlS VIII 30000 26772 30000 33000 28515 F 2 
IX. X, CECAF 12000 1393 12000 12000 7559 N 3 

KabeiJauw 1, 1 11b,:·:;:~<~J'!'I"_ .... t.;:.;t::. ;·24220 r-21927 ~;'-~ !24220 ·24220 ~ ... .,.-23693 ~nm:c-.". -~~-: .. :;.: 1 f ~~ 
lila Skaqerrak ~' .·l• :13095 '·12297 ·, -~ ,, ( 19350 -19350 f.\.18969 ···~'3>~-' .. •;"2".'·'··: 
lila Kattegat 4040 4106 7200 7200 6247 3 2 
Ill bed ':'f~·:::~> \~""',-~- -r2noo :':20055 t ';~· ~71580 :~715SO r:r '12750 '}-: . .'~3:"~~~:. : ~ ~~~·2 r::-:1'!i 

II a IV·-·:·>,·",-.,. ·>. 93070 '78798 ~ · .. 106600 108600 ,, •103563 .• 314 ., -.. ' .... 1 ~": 
VbVI XII XIV 13000 10210 13000 13000 9726 4 1/2 
VII ex. VIla 17000 15375 17000 17000 17744 3/4 112 

Schartong VII Vlllah s::tmen 20330 13026 20330 22590 15428 2 2 
VII 18000 12072 18000 20000 13918 2 2 

Zeed'J•vel VbVI XII XIV 8600 6484 8600 8600 6437 213 2 --- .. 

VII VII lab samen 23800 20285 21400 23150 24266 2 2 
VII 18500 15451 16630 18000 18535 2 2 
Vlllabd 5300 4834 4770 -.-5150 5731 2 2 

Schelvis lla IV-'~.:-"'<:.:...';-:·-r:_,~, 1 t77oo J83755 :• r;x.·c87400 :':87409 ·"o";-':73153 f~":3 p, '::"·~'-.~.'1 t~.'? 

VbVIXIIXIV 21000 13174 20QOO 21000 17836 3 1 
VII VIII IX X CECAF 6000 4858 6000 6000 6464 3 1 

WlJling lla IV.if-1:'~~,~~':'>'~, ~67280 ~:.42t97 ';"~~57000 ··"570QO -:~;..·.4091-4 .. ~ ~·;2:r~~·~.- ~'~'"2~~'2f;~;; ... ~ 

VbVIXII XIV 6800 6063 6800 6800 6275 3/4 2 
Vllb-k 29000 26743 31000 31000 28266 3 2 

Heek N. stock (11-VIIIab) 60000 42190 31000 55120 46946 4 112 
Vb VI VII XII XIV 33550 21495 18550 30910 24946 . . 
VIlla Ode 22490 18147 12370 20620 20029 . . 
VIlle IX X CECAF 11500 5372 5300 10000 7063 4 2 

Blauwe wijtmg Vb VI VII Vlllab 113000 31131 93000 93000 31954 . .. 
VIlle IX X CECAF . 55000 32289 55000 55000 35552 . . 

Langoustine ~Ia IV J5000 13403 15200 15200 13863 1/2 2 
VbVIXIIXIV 12600 11362 12600 12600 12788 3 2 
VII 20000 16358 20000 20000 18153 3 2 . 
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1996 
Aanbeveling Voorstel %versch1l 

ACFM of STECF Commissie(1) Basis TAC(1) voorstel 

~..e-1'1/Ve~us:li' ~··;,~"'!1 03500 lilMVCI!'Cl!_ tlgelt! ');i>;'\~ ~fi.l'Q/0 
'hlet be!Chil<bur;. :.-v,r.:~30noo tiHivereengek, :>:ri3onoo ~::t"~O.O 
·;·c:F min 50.%'.l;: ~-·:-:c·• 172230 a~ overeengek: ·:J:-172230 0 •""?· .. ·, 0,0 

niet besehikbaar 50000 TAG 1995 50000 0,0 1 

niet besehikbaar 70140 TAG 1995 76710 9,4 
recente niveaus - 28000 TAG 1995 28000 0,0 

F min 60% 15100 F min 20% 16500 9,3 
niet besch1kbaar 33000 TAG 1995 33000 0,0 
niet besehikbaar 12000 TAG 1995 12000 0,0 
~nvetnoglng f; ~f:r::::..-2«81 a!S cvereengelc '.;~lW31 ~lr~::'~,o 
filet be!dlik.bMf' ~""-::r ·.:,-c 22250 a!S ~reenQek. 1·,'"?22250 -.p~~''>•O,O 

F min 30% 6700 TAC 1995 7700 14,91 
·•:CJE'~.mlnrJ{).%;;;:~; :::;;;.,:,r .. !'1 0391 !5 il~0~'6~ngE.K: ·-""'':\ 03 9\5 L'i'~~>;·'J.j),tl 
:·.~F-mln20.%',"':: c-;:','.'· 115900 a~·overeengek. ·::'-116900 'i·'". ;r: 0 0 

F min 20% 13000 TAC 1995 13000 0,0 
niet beschikbaar 17000 TAC 1995 20000 17,6 

geen verhoging F 16600 st. quo voorspelc 21200 27,7 
als hierboven 14700 als hierboven 19000 29,3 

recente niveaus 8600 TAC 1995 8600 0,0 
geen verhoging F 30300 st.quo voorspelc 30300 0,0 

als hierboven 23560 als hierboven 23560 0,0 
als hierboven 6740 als hierboven 6740 0,0 

J;'{.;fi:mtn'"20 ;%~ ~- :\1''f~·-i:.~67400 ats overeengeJc ""-:.87400 J.!.~~-'iQ,O 

aanzienl.verlaging 22900 F min 20% 22900 0,0 
niet beschikbaar .. 6000 TAG .1995 7000 16,7 

~~Et'nltl.20;%"'!'"-.i': .~-"~~~55100 all '~Wente~. ,~·:55100 ·~~.t~~"-tO;O 
aanzienl.ver1aging 10000 F min20% 10000 0,0 
niet beschikbaar 25000 TAG 1995(xxx) 28000 12,0 

Fmin30% 43100 F min20% 51000 18,3 
als hierboven 24170 als hierboven 28660 18,6 
als hierboven 16120 als hierboven 19120 18,6 

laagst mogel.niv. 7000 Fmin 20% 9000 28,6 
recente niveaus 93000 TAG 1995 93000 0,0 
recente niveaus 55000 TAG 1995 55000 0,0 

recente niveaus 15200 TAG 1995 15200 0,0 
recente niveaus 12600 TAG 1995 12600 0,0 
recente niveaus 23000 TAC 1995 23000 0,0 



Noorse garnaal 111 n;.;~'~ ~-:~ ... ~?~:,_;m t1:7M36 :;,<j19}cl3 ~{>w':;~_i:~~~~ ~>:.Ov&r :'2.;,~.;;,1~ !l.i<~'~~i t:,..;;i1o.l;-:-,t-:-.c i,iuC!~~<~ttattr:, ;~~tt.:~lg ~~~·'pri.'iiM6l:: ~~o~W t; . .. jp;O 
Schol lila Stca~rraki:':/'~ ,";10528 ~.9080 '!'&.:·~0976 ·~10916 ~~~~5 ~·;.73~ ~.;";"-2.-t~ iMt be$d'lfkb!~ ;:j'¢~1.0980 Ot!;;~~~e~ 1!~10980 ~~~ 

II .N:·~;·:-:;.;;~1-t;:'\!.:tt~"',~ 153400 108145 ~-::~:~1 06950 106950 :,·~95092 :t~:~-.4-:}W ;!':~J.1~~ ~:tl'l~:%\"f'l" l~!-~~.:,;::~~'18330 fl!!~overeengelc ~78330 :~~'~t<>,C 
Pollak VII 14000 6020 14000 14000 5382 N 3 recente niveaus 14000 TAG 1995 14000 0,0 
Koolv1s lla IIIIV)-:'~~~~t;.;; "48600 ~40793 •?:-:-;;.:::51360 "<'51.3GO ~,:~~43313 ~~~~~~-. ":{.~-' . .11":::~'! ·~n,vemogtng'FI ~"7,~ .. ~ j\!;_g280 ·atnvett!en~e-~e; -r:.~r..:.53280 ~~·-;;t~ .. --o.o 

VbVI XII XIV 14000 14132 14000 16000 11752 3/4 1 geen verhoging F 10200 st.quo voorspelc 13000 27,5 
VII VIII IX X CEGAF 14000 6518 14000 14000 8364 N 3 niet beschikbaar 14000 TAG 1995 14000 0,0 

Atlantische zalm lllbcd·.(I:X;Qflderat-32 ,U200Q ~95241 ~iflt;,74585 IJ/.1085 ',hJ9.1:133 ';!··.1"41;'r::' ~:\~:?-~.;~ . .., J ~l~t·.mogel.nM! ~~=• J?"!-3393 n ttl:.;:~cr~gc,":;;;:.,~J3~3 7:e r....:.::!:J',cio 
Makreel lla·Jliiii,<:';::~;"Z;..::::· ';.~ ·.'28890 1'<25978 -:~1·,-; f27305 :27305 ··n:i63012 ~~_:·:. -'"f3~~,.~ rlry-"31 --:--:~ aai'\Zienl.~aglng :{'.::'~.+~:18815 n~~reenge.l(. :;..:t,'t;18815 -t-t!-::;'80,0 

Vb VIVliVJIIabde~: 469840 41162\l :: ,~~:;370500 370500 c. .351891 ; . -~- ·:"'.; : -~.:_. ;;~: r-~-:->~~! aanzienl.'lertaging •''"T :247070 Ills 1)Vl!~_!!Se1<. 'i.'"247070 ~;~·w'".~·r··~ ~ 0,0 
VIlle IX X COPACE 36570 . 13554 36570 36570 13588 .. .. aanzienl.verlaging 24380 als overeengek . 30000 23,1 

Tong llaiV 32000 31025 23000 30000 28550 3 1 F min40% 15000 F min 40% 23000 53,3 
VI !lab 6600 6761 5400 6600 5709 3 1 geen verhoging F 5000 t.quo voorspeld 6100 22,0 

Sprot llla~-~~-~-l~~;:~:'t·''L.:~~ \28290 i:29652 :;:;.;,_7-: Z<3 9 77 0 ''39770 <::k.54132 ~-0;.c:;.t: -ir..:i~2r;,_,1 1n!~-besch!Kbaar,, ;~~~.t.smo a~·O'~r&!ng~k: V-t'39!10 bt'~~1~U.O 
lllbcd ~"'.)' ·'~t'· "'1'"7'' ,: 109200 '158556 ''"· "202400 202400 -.~· ~173968 ; ':2<';~ .. "..~. \'2 ·j" ;_(' geen vemoglng F : .. ; ~ ~ fr 182900 a~ ove~ngeic .;.~182900 ·"·;·.:·. ·o.o 
llaiV 149680 141034 149700 149700 149840 2 2 niet beschikbaar 175000 TAG 1995 175000 0,0 

Horsmakreel llaiV 60000 23094 60000 60000 37443 2 1/2 niet besch1kbaar 55000 TAG 1995 55000 0,0 
Vb VI VII Vlllabde 293000 267893 293000 293000 401584 " " niet beschikbaar 293000 TAG 1995 293000 0,0 
VIlle IX 73000 48774 69000 73000 48668 2 1 geen verhoging F 58000 st. quo voorspelc 73000 25,9 

Noorse kever llaiV 180000 108502 180000 180000 177630 2 ~ n1et besch1baar 180000 TAC 1995 180000 o.c 
-- ----- -- - -------- -

~ 
'J':::. 
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ANNEX ll 

Changes in the Community fleet 
measured against MAGP targets (1984-95) 

105 
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The diagram shows changes in the Community fleet measured against the targets of MAGPs 
I, II and Til, expr!!ssed ink\\' of engine power, for the period from 1984 to 1995. After several 
years where the actual situation was well out of step. with the targets (1984 to 198:7), the 
situation then seems to right itself as the r.vo graphs converge rapidly towards a meeting of 
the MAGP Ill targetS. This trend would be even clearer if gross register tonnes (GRT) had 
been chosen as the measure for both real sitmition and targets, since these objectives have 
been better met. 



ANNEX III 

Community fishing areas 
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ANNEX IV 

Legislative work from 1992 to mid-1996 

Implementation of the Community system for fisheries and aquaculture 

~~~ ---------- ------~~ ----- -- - ~~-· -----~- ---~-~~~~-

Subject Commission proposal Council Decision Comments 

I 
.Management of 
resources . 

I I-1 Proposal of 23.11.95JCOM(95) Regulation (EC) No 3074/95 of 22 Dec. - On a number of stocks for which the Commission had 
TACs and quotas 615/2, 5.12.95), supplemented 95 fixing, for certain fish stocks and proposed significant T AC reductions in view of their 

by delegation procedure on groups of fish stocks, the total allowable deterioration, the Council has preferred deferring the 

~ 
19.12.95 (COM(95) 74111, catches for 1996 and certain conditions reductions until later, worsening the situation of these 
21.12.95) laying down TACS under which they may be fished (OJ No stocks. 
for 1996 and certain conditions L 330, 30.12.95, p.1). 
under which they may be - Some of these TACs involve a biological risk (mackerel, 

I fished herring, plaice, hake). I 
I For the others, the increased T ACs will mean serious 

declines in fishing opportunities in the short term (sole, 
megrim, coalfish) . 

.. 

~ ~~ ~- - ---- - ~-- --------- --~ ---- ~ 



V\ 
~ 

I 

1-2 
Fishing licences, ·special 
fishing pennits, 
authorization of fishing 
under fisheries 
agreements 

Proposal of 15.10.~3 for a -
Council Regulation establishing 
a Community system of fishing 
licences 
(OJ ~o C 310, 16.11.93) 

-

-

. 

----------

Council Regulation (EEC) No - Delay in adoption of the management instruments by I 3690i93 of 20 Dec. 1993 Council. The Council had to adopt three decisions within I 

establishing a Community system one year to meet deadlines. "' 
laying down rules for the minimum 
information to be contain~d in 
fishing licences (OJ No L 341, I 
31.12.93) 

\ Council Regulation (EC) No - The Council adopted the Commission's proposal without 
1627/94 of27 June !994 laying substnntive changes, which shows that the Council takes 
d?wn general provisions concerning some time to overcome its reluctance to consider 
special fiShing penn its (OJ No "L innovatory proposals. 
171, 6.7.1994) 
Council Regulation (EC) No 
3317/9:4 of 22 Dec. 1994 laying 
down general provisions concerning 
the authorization of fishing in the 
waters of a third country under. a 
fisheries agreement (OJ No L 350, 
31.12.94) 

------- -------- -------- -



W\ 
N 

l-3 
Man~gement of fishing . 
effort 

' 

I 

i 
I 

i .. 
I. 

I 
I 

1-4. 
Flexible quota 
management 

1-5 
.Management aims an~· 
strategies 

- ---- -----

- Proposal for a Council 
·Regulation (EC) 
establiming the rules for 
access to certain 
Community fishing areas 
and resources 
(COM(94) 308/F, 13.7.94) 

- Proposal for a Council 
Regulation establishing a. 
sys.tem for. the management 
of fishing effort relating to 
certain Community fishing 
area~ and resources 
(COM(95) 237, 6.4.1995) 

,. 

Proposa! of 8.12.1994 for a 
Council Regulation intr!Jducing 
additional conditions for year-
to-year management of TACs 
and quotas 
(COM (94) 583 final, 8.12.94) 

Proposal of 1_5.i2.1993 for a 
Council Regulation fixing 
management objectives and 
strategies for certain fisheries 
or groups of fisheries (or the 
period 1994 to 1997 
~OM (93) 663 final, 15.12·.93) 

- Council Regulation (EC) No 685/95 - The Council rejected the Commission's proposal based on 
of27.3.95 on the man_agement of the standard vessel-days at sea (SVDs) and drew up a 

. fishing effort relating to certain compromise based on days spent in an area, which is 
Community fishing areas and multiplied by engine power expressed in kW to give 

·resources (OJ No L 71, 31.03.95, fishing effort. 
p.5). 

- Council Regulation (EC) No - The Council took two years and two regulations to 
2027/95 of 15.6.1995 establishing a introduce a fishing-effort scheme. 
system for the management of Th_e final decision resembles the Commission's original 
fishing effort relating to certain proposat·in sub~tc:ulCe, the changes being mai!'lly ones of 
Community fishing areas and form. 
resources 
(OJ No L 199, 24.8.95,.p.l). 

The Council adopted the Regulation - The Council decided to reduce the amount of year-to-year 
1 

introducing additional conditions for. flexibility. I 

year-to-year management of TACs and 
I 

quotas on 22 April 1996. (Not yet - The penalties proposed by the Commission were reduced I 

published in the OJ) by the Council. 

- The Council will have taken almost two years to introduce I 
technical adjustments and to overcome its reserve about 
the innovatory nature of the Commission proposal. 

Adoption consequence review of the - Delay of more than two years in adopting rules which are 
Regulation on Flexibility · meant to facilitate the management of fishing activities by 

more planning of these activities. 

- The proposal has become bogged down in the Council, 
which has buried it under objections to details that do not 

. affect the substance. 
------- -- - --- -



1-6 Proposal for a Regulation of Still before the Council This proposal was originally made at the request of the 
Driftnets 8.4.1994 on the use of large Council itself. 

driftnets under the common 
fisheries policy 
(COM(94) 131 final, 08.04.94) 

I-7 Proposal for a Regulation of Council Regulation (EC) No 1626/94 of Compared with the Commission's proposal, the Council has 
Mediterranean fisheries 12.11.93 laying down certain 27.6.1994 laying down certain technical softened some provisions by introducing exemptions over 

technical measures for the measures for the conservation of fishery various periods (some running up to 2002). 
conservation of fishery resources in the Mediterranean 
resources in the Mediterraneann (OJ No L 171, 6.7.94, p.l). 
(COM (93) 306, 12.11.93, 
p.lO) 

8) 



. 
H. - Proposal of 9.11.93- for a Council Decision 94/15/EC ·of 20.12.93 The Commission's original proposals were w~tered down by I Restructuring of the Council Decision relating to relating to the objectives and detailed the Council (cut cif 40% in required capacity reductions). 
fisheries sector the objectives and detailed rules for restructuring the Community 

rules for restructuring the fisheries sector over the period I Commission Council 
Community fisheries sector January 1994 to 31 Dec·ember 1996 with - demersal stocks -30% -20% 
over the period I January a view to achieving a lasting balance 
1994· to J I December 1996 between the resources and their - benthic stocks -20% - 15% . 
with a view to achieving a. exploitation . 
lasting balance between the (OJ No L 10, 14.U994) - pelagic stocks -0% -0% 

' resources and their 
exploitation (COM(9J) 544, 

.. 

.. 9.11.93) 

~ . 
. 

I 
I 

. 
- --- ---- ' 



III 
Monitoring 

III. I Proposal of 29.10.92 for a . Council Regulation (EEC) No 2847/93 The Council decided · 
Monitoring of the · Council Regulation establishing of 12.10.1993 establishing a control - to defer until 1.1.96, then to 1.7.96, its decision 
co~mon fisheries policy a control system ·applicable to system applicable to the common establishing a system of continuous position-finding by 

the common fisheries policy fisheries policy . satellite 
. (COM(92) 392 final, 2?.10.92) (OJ ~o L 261, 20.10.93) - to a~opt at a later date the list of species to be recorded in 

log books 
- to defer until 1. I .99 the application of certain provisions 

to fishing operations in the Mediterranean 
- to drop the Commission"'s proposal to suspend or reduce 

the Community's financial assistance is cases where the 
'control' Regulation is not cdmplied with. 

lll.2 Proposal of 13.7.1994 for a The Council rejected this proposal. - In its compromise of December 1994; subsequently 

~ 
Control of f!shing effort Council Regulation amending . transposed into Regulation (EC) No 685/95 of 27 March 

Regulation (EEC) No 2847/93 1995 introducing a fishing-effort scheme, the Council 
establishing a control system redefined the content of the monitoring rules on fishing 
applicable to the common effort. .. 

fisheries' policy 
(COM (94) 309 final, 13.7.94) 

Proposal of 12.6.1995 for a .Council Regulation (EC) No 2870/95 of The Council has extended the hail system to all fisheries, 
Council Regulation amending 8 Dec.l995 amending Regulation (EEC) whereas in the Commission's proposal the hail system applied 
Regulation (EEC) No 2847/93 No 2847/93 establishing a control in the Irish Sea and other\vise according to fishery. 
establishing a control system system applicable to the common Similarly, the Council has introduced from 1998 the rule that ' 
applicable to t~e common fisheries policy each vessel must report its catches, which was not provided 

· fisheries policy (OJ No L 301, 14.12.95, p.1) for in the proposal. 
(COM(95) 256 final, 12.6.95) At the same time, the Cou.ncil decided to defer until 30 June 

1997 a decision on integrated data management system 
. . (networks) . 

. In addition, it has softened the application of the hail system 
. . 

by allowing exemptions for certain types of fleet, 
. complicating the application of the hail system and involving 

extra costs. 
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